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Fox High School was building a new three-story addition next to the existing library. The new foundation would have a 20’ 

section next to the building that required the new footing to be 2’ below the existing footing and be right against the existing 

footing. This meant that the excavation for the new footing would be cutting into the splay of soil under the existing footing that 

supported the structure.

Bommarito Construction was the site contractor and contacted Performance Piers to assist with designing an underpinning 

method. Performance Piers contacted their local installer to provide an installation proposal for the underpinning.

Based on the soil report and the design load of 20 kips the first option was to install helical piles. After a few discussions the 

system decided on was to be the Empire Push Pier system. This was based on two factors. The first factor is the push pier sys-

tem has a 4’ guide sleeve that gives the pile additional lateral stability just below the underpinning bracket. The second reason 

was because of the fat clays that we did not want to heave the helical plates if we could not get them below the fat clays.

Quality Waterproofing provided a proposal for the push piles and installed the piles to an average depth of 27’ to weathered 

limestone. The (4) piles were installed in 1.5 days.


